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SCHOOLING is what happens to children and youth under the
guidance of classroom teachers. If the teachers are well prepared,
the teaching is likely to be effective in helping pupils attain the
goals of the school program. But the most effective teacher is one
who keeps his planning and instruction in tune with the useful
and constructive findings of educational research.

Research may be useful to the classroom teacher in at least
three ways: ( 1 ) by helping him develop an alert, sensitive atti-
tude to the advancing edge of human knowledge, ( 2 ) by supply-
ing him with facts whereby he can improve his own work, and
(3) by stimulating him to go on beyond existing research findings
to discover additional facts for himself.

The problem of the typical classroom teacher is to keep pace
with the continually advancing field of educational research. He
must know where and how to find research and then he must
be able to read with understanding what he finds. The problem
is further complicated by the varying degrees of reliability among
research studies. These complications are so serious that many
classroom teachers do not have the benefits of research and many
research studies have little effect on everyday practice.

The bridging of this gap seems to be one of the most important
problems in today's education. For this reason the NEA Depart-
ment of Classroom Teachers and the American Educational Re-
search Association have joined together to produce a series of
pamphlets on "what research says to the teacher." The cost of
printing these publications has been met by the Department of
Classroom Teachers of the National Education Association. The
authors are well-known research leaders from among the member-
ship of the AERA. The layout and editing of the series have been
done by the NEA Research Division.

The Department of Classroom Teachers and the AERA are in-
debted to the individual authors of this series. All of them have
made personal sacrifices to prepare their manuscripts; none has
received an honorarium. Their contributions are unselfish gifts
to the progress of education.
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EXPLANATION

The author has attempted to draw from research material on
high-school science education the items which promise to be of
most help to classroom teachers. It is not a complete summary of
research. In some instances opinion has been given which is
believed to represent the views of most experts. The interpreta-
tion and recommendations are those which the author, J. Darrell
Barnard of New York University, believes to be soundly sup-
ported by research. His original manuscript was reviewed by
William Reiner, Board of Education of the City of New York;
and Robert H. Carleton, executive secretary, National Science
Teachers Association. Changes were made by the author on the
basis of the suggestions of the reviewers and of the staff of the
NEA Research Division.
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TEACHING HIGH-SCHOOL SCIENCE

WHY TEACH SCIENCE?

KEEPING America secure among the nations of the world is an
objective toward which many believe we should concentrate
our efforts. As a nation, we have achieved a comparatively high
standard of living and desire to maintain it. The health of
Americans is good and is improving every year. Our national
security, our standard of living, our health status, all have been
achieved in large measure thru science. We have used science
to develop fearful weapons of destruction, to build machines and
processes that improve goods and services, and to understand the
nature of diseases and ways of controlling them. Thus, science
has played a dynamic role in building a country that is physically
a strong power and materially a prosperous nation.

It is imperative, however, that the scientific conquest of the
unknown and the technical application of what is learned be
continuous if the goals we have achieved are to be maintPined.
During the past 20 years, progress has been so rapid that the
new process or technic which was a revolutionary technical dis-
covery yesterday, may have questionable value today, and to-
morrow may even become obsolete. A new weapon promises
security in our hands; but, when in the hands of an enemy, it
confronts us with the more perplexing problems of defense. The
magnitude and variety of machines, that permit us to use our
energy resources at astronomical rates, also make the discovery
of new energy resources a high-priority problem if we are to
survive. The wonder drug which insures protection from one
killer microbe may induce a more virulent mutant microbe from
which there are presently no wonder drugs to protect us.

Schools Educate Our Scientific Manpower
Science has been developed by man. The great discoveries of

science have evolved out of man's efforts to interpret the findings
of his investigations. The technical applications of these dis-
coveries to the improvement of human welfare have, in turn,
been made by man. Science is a creation of man, and its future,
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in the realms of both theoretical and technical advancement,
will depend upon the quality and number of our future scientists.

Our need for scientifically trained manpower is greater today
than in any previous period of history. But today proportionately
fewer college students are preparing themselves for careers in
science. Many citizens consider this situation one of America's
most critical problems. Some believe that the secondary-school
science program can play an important part in solving it.

Schools Educate for Citizenship in a
Technological Society

In a democracy, such as ours, many decisions must be made
by citizens. Decisions on the financial support of scientific re-
search, whether by private corporations, by publicly supported
foundations, or by government-sponsored agencies, ultimately
rest with people. How our natural resources will be managed is
decided by people. Citizens determine what our national and
local health programs will be like. They say how much they are
willing to pay and thus determine how well the programs will be
maintained. A scientifically literate citizenry is greatly needed if
intelligent decisions in these and in many other matters are to
be made. This is a responsibility of the schools arid primarily a
function of science programs in the schools. Since the public
schools belong to the people, the people are the final authority
on what shall be taught and the types of facilities that will be
provided to teach it.

Schools Educate for Adjustment
From conception, thru infancy, childhood, adolescence, adult-

hood, and old age, human beings change. They change as func-
tioning biological organisms. The ways they feel about them-
selves and other people change. The manner in which society
deals with them also changes. At each developmental stage there
are certain needs the individual must meet if he is to work out
satisfying adjustments to himself, other people, and his environ-
ment. Identification of these aeeds and an examinatic .1 of the
roles which education slaT-lid play in meeting them help define
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the goals, content, and method for the educational program.
Selected content of science and the methods of science can con-
tribute to meeting these needs for adolescents.

Every age

has its

science

problems
Young people have a variety of interests that can be developed

and extended within properly planned science programs. By the
time they enter the secondary school, a number of them have
developed special talents which, if carefully guided thru an en-
riched and challenging science program, will lead to careers in
science. For all secondary-school youth, science programs that
relate to personal and social problems will help them grow in
their concept of the unique role of science in the modern tech-
nological world. Young people can have experiences in science
that develop attitudes and abilities of critical thinking that moti-
vate them to face problems and seek reliable solutions. These
attributes are basic to the intelligent solution of personal and
social problems and thus to an effective program of citizenship
education. Altho the development of these attitudes and abilities
may be emphasized in a social studies program, science has
unique contributions to make.

Enrolments Lag

In the secondary school, science has not kept pace with the
growing importance of science in our lives. For many reasons
the education of critically needed scientific manpower, educa-
tion for effective citizenship in a scientific age, and education
to meet the needs and interests of the adolescentscience should
hold a position of eminence in the secondary-school curriculum.
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Since science can play such a vital role in the education of
young people, one would expect to find increasing enrolments in
secondary-school science courses. But this has not generally
happened. In fact, there has been a decrease in the proportion
of youth enrolled in science courses. It would seem, therefore,
that the present science programs in the secondary schools should
be critically re-examined in the light of the research in science
teaching. The evidence thus obtained should provide bases for
revising or designing programs which will more nearly meet the
needs of youth and society. It is hoped that this pamphlet willaid in promoting such a forward undertaking.

WHAT SCIENCE SHOULD BE TAUGHT?
Altho the specific objectives of science, as they are listed in

authoritative reports and courses of study for the public schools
of America, are varied and extensive, they generally relate tothree major types of objectives. Furthermore, these objectives
are viewed as directional goals toward which the growth of
young people should be guided thruout their science experiencesin the schools.

Science Facts Are Means, Not Ends
One of the three general types of objectives deals with the

content or subjectmatter of science. From the beginning of
science instruction in the schools the so-called facts of science
have been accepted objectives. Too often, however, they have
been considered the only objectivesif not in theory, in actual
pfactice. They have frequently been taught as specific and dis-
crete items of information or as definitions. Science has thus
become characterized as a factual course. For this, and other
reasons, science courses have not generally been popular coursesin high school. To counteract this situatiorA, some have con-
demned facts as tho they should have no place in science teach-
ing; but facts are indispensable. They are basic to an understand-
ing of science and to the use of science in problem-solving.

In and of themselves, however, facts should not be considered
the ultimate objectives. The ultimate objective is an understand-
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ing of the generalization which makes clear the relationship of
a number of facts to the interpretation of a natural phenomenon.
For example, there are many incidents in which one animal may
be observed eating some form of plant. There are many incidents
in which one specific animal may be observed eating or other-
wise using another animal to maintain itself. One may react that
green plants use carbon dioxide in manufacturing food. Further-
more, one may read, or observe thru indirect means, that human
beings give off carbon dioxide as a waste product. Each of these
may be considered a fact of science and possibly an interesting
fact. But these facts individually have little meaning or signifi-
cance in understanding the environment, or in solving problems
related to use of our biotic resources. On the other hand they
can have meaning when, thru guided learning experiences, they
are related to an important generalization of biology: Living
things are interdependent. This generalization in turn has signifi-
cance when it is applied with understanding in making decisions
regarding such questions as: Should we kill off the hawks in our
community?

Science facts
are means,
not
ends

Altho the reasoning above would seem to make a pretty good
case for "understanding science generalization," there is other
evidence even more convincing. It has been found that up to 70
percent of the specific facts learned in a science course are
forgotten within one year after the completion of the course.
The loss in understanding of generalizations and in ability to
apply generalizations is very much less. In light of this evidence
one research worker has pointed out that, since most final grades
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in science courses are assigned on the basis of scores made on
factual examinations, the As are given to the student who is
going to forget the most.

A Basis for Selecting Generalizations
In terms of the subjectmatter objectives of science it is quite

obvious that science teachers should be teaching for growth in
understanding generalizations of science. There are numerous
and extensive published lists of selected science generalizations.
Many of the generalizations are further defined as science prin-
ciples. All lists have been prepared by research workers who
followed carefully cont. alled technics. There are lists of generali-
zations or principles for biological science, physical science,
general science, geology, entomology, earth science, conserva-
tion, and many others. No science teacher could teach even a
small fraction of them. The lists have value, however, as authori-
tative sources from which the generalizations to be taught may
be selected. Science teachers, therefore, must have some bases
for selecting those generalizations or principles which would
be suitable as learning goals in their courses.

There are at least two methods by which generalizations may
be selected and used in science teaching. Each is based upon
a rather clearly defined educational point of view. By one method
the science teacher selects those generalizations which, in his
judgment or in the judgment of experts, are most important for
his students to understand. He then organizes his course to teach
for an understanding of the selected generalizations. By the
other method the science teacher considers first the personal and
sccial problems which would form the organizational foci of
the course or curriculum. He then uses those generalizations
which have direct utility in solving the problems. Learning, as
it relates to generalizations, may be as effective by the latter
approach as by the former.

Competence in Science Requires Understanding
The second of the three general types of objectives in science

teaching has to do with growth in abilities involved in using the
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methods of science. Objectives, such as critical thinking and
scientific method, are related to this general type. These objec-
tives are easily validated in terms of the general purpose ofeducation in a democracy. They have long been found amongthose listed for courses of study in science. General practice in
science classrooms, however, appears to be given little or nodirection by a mere published commitment to these objectives
in courses of study. Contrary to what the research shows, someteachers believe that the study of science by any method will
concomitantly result in growth toward this objective, or that in-frequent periodic lessons on scientific methods are adequate.Altho trained in science, other teachers have frankly admitted
that they do not understand the objectives nor how they may berealized in science teaching.

Numerous attempts have been made to analyze and to formu-late clear statements of the steps, elements, or aspects of the
methods. Criticism from some educators has been leveled atthese investigations. They would question the existence of ascientific method, contending as one scientist did, that "science
is doing your best to get the answer, no holds barred." Otherscontend that there are identifiable behaviors which distinguishthe methods by which scientists approach problems toward at-tainment of demonstrable, reliable solutions. These educatorsbelieve that such analyses provide meaningful clues to theabilities which one would have to possess in order to be aneffective problem-solver in science. One investigator synthesized
out of a number of lists 51 specific abilities involved in perceiving
a problem, relating problems to previous experience, formulating
hypotheses, testing hypotheses, deriving a conclusion, and apply-
ing generalizations. He found that one who possessed these
abilities would be able to recognize conflicts with previous ex-perience; state problems in his own words; define the problem;
infer; select the most logical guess; differentiate among hypoth-
esis, fact, superstition, and theory; clarify; organize data; devise
experiments; establish experimental controls; generalize fromspecific data; and use generalizations in interpreting newsituations.

The third general type of objective in science teaching isgrowth in the scientific attitudes. Altho on the practical level of
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classroom procedure it may be difficult to distinguish clearly
between attitudes and methods, theoretically such distinction is
made. These, too, have been explored thru research, and various
lists have been developed. It has been demonstrated that guidedexperiences in science can lead to growth in attitudes whichresult in young people being more inclined to raise questions
about things that are not understood, seek reliable explana-
tions, suspend judgment until one has the best evidence avail-
able, weigh evidence, and consider and evaluate other points of
view.

Development Should Be Continuous
Three general types of objectives are accepted for science

teaching not only at the secondary-school level but also at the
elementary-school and college levels as well. Children at the
elementary-school level ask many questions related to science.
They conduct scientific investigations at their level of develop-
ment, generalize from observation in their science experiences,
and evaluate evidence and conclusions. In the future, more and
more young people will enter the secondary school with the
formal development of their science leanings well under way.
Classroom teachers at the secondary-school level must, therefore,
obtain a better understanding of the nature of this development
at the elementary-school level in order to insure its uninterrupted
continuity.

Over the past 25 years a great deal of activity has been di-rected toward a clearer formulation of the purposes of general
education at the college level and the function of science in
helping to achieve them. A few colleges have moved into pro-
grams of general-education science with the expressed purposeof counteracting the specialized, compartmentalized nature ofthe science courses in the senior high school. College programs
of general education, for the most part, accept the three general
types of objectives discussed above as directional goals for their
science programs. In light of this evidence and with the point
of view of education as a continuous process of development,
secondary-school science teachers hold a unique position be-
tween the elementary school and the college.
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Secondary-School Programs Need
Re-Examination

General science is now a standard offering from Grades VIIthru IX. However, the amount of time allotted to it each week
and the content of the courses vary from school to school. Results
from standardized achievement tests reveal a significant gain in
science 'earnings as pupils progress from Grade VII thru GradeIX. By the time most pupils have entered the tenth grade theyhave had some science instruction, but their backgrounds maybe quite varied. Biology is the most commonly offered sciencecourse for tenth-graders, and about three-fourths of them take
it. Chemistry and physics are generally offered in Grade XI andGrade XII respectively. About one-third of the eleventh-graderstake chemistry and fewer of the twelfth-graders take physics.A few high schools, mostly the larger ones, offer science
courses other than general science, biology, chemistry, and
physics. These have been designed to meet the assumed needs ofcertain students for generalized science courses beyond GradesVII thru IX and the interests of other students in prevocational
science courses. Included among these courses are: applied
chemistry, applied physics, applied science, aviation science,
earth science, radio, photography, physical science, physiology,and plant science. Of these, the generalized or fused physical
science course has probably been given attention in more seniorhigh schools. The patterns of organization vary, but in most
instances selected subjectmatter is drawn from both physics andchemistry and organized within contexts considered more func-tional for young people than the conventional chemistry andphysics courses. In some schools the fused physical science isoffered to the noncollege-bound student, even tho colleges often
are willing to grant entrance credit for such courses.

It appears that secondary schools are moving toward a two-track pattern of science courses above the tenth grade: onepattern for general and special-interest education and anotherwhich includes chemistry and physics for college preparation.The following evidence, however, should cause teachers to
question the validity of the trend. It has been shown that college
students who have had chemistry and physics in high school will
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probably do no better in these courses than those who did not
take them in high school. The pattern of courses studied in high
school has been found less useful for advising college entrancethan is the pattern of abilities of the high-school graduate.

WHAT METHODS SHOULD BE USED?
Comparative studies have been made to determine the relative

effectiveness of numerous methods of teaching science. These
studies have certain common features in their design and find-
ings. One method, the so-called experimental method, is usually
designed to incorporate technics which reflect currently accepted
theory regarding learning. The other method, the so-called con-
trol method, is usually designed in terms of the investigator's
concept of conventional classroom technics. Two or more classes
of students with assumed or demonstrated equivalent abilities
are used as the subjects. Tests, designed to measure achievement
in one or more of the commonly accepted major objectives of
science teaching, are usually administered to classes of students
before and after the period of instruction by each of the methods.
The relative effectiveness of the methods is judged in terms of
gains from pretest to final test. In most comparisons the results
are treated to determine the statistical significance of differences
achieved by the methods.

Methods Are Related to Objectives
In most research studies where one method has been found

to have an advantage over another, it was usually the experi-
mental method. If the criterion for comparing the two methods
is gain in factual knowledge, the method which puts the greater
emphasis on this type of learning is usually found to be superior.
If the criterion is understanding generalizations, the favored
method is generally the one which provides more experiences inthis type of learning. And so it goes with the other objectives.
It would appear that the science teacher achieves the objectives
for which he teaches. With the possible exception of rote learn-
ing of factual material, the superior method is usually the one
by which the students are brought into more active participation.
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The methods used by the science teacher are evaluated in
terms of how well they achieve the objectives as conceived by
the teacher. If the objectives are viewed as verbal competencies
with the vocabulary, generalizations, methods, and attitudes of
science so that definitions can be recited in class or correctly
checked as true or false on an objective examination, a method
characterized by much talk and drill would seem to be most
appropriate.

Verbalism

is

not

understanding

felidc
e us

of 04.0..Q041

;11°c....
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There is a distinction, however, between verbalism and under-
standing in science. Students may do very well on vocabulary
tests covering factual information and fail miserably on tests
designed to measure their understanding of generalizations and
their ability to apply the attitudes and methods of science. As
was pointed out earlier, the retention of factual information
drops off rapidly after the period of instruction.

When, on the other hand, the objectives are viewed as behavior
competencies and the generalizations, methods, and attitudes
are used to change the way young people behave, quite differ-
ent methods must be employed by the classroom teacher. If a
science teacher believes that his students should grow in their
ability to solve problems, he must design his course so that they
will have guided conscious experiences in solving problems. If
a science teacher believes that his students should grow in their
use of scientific attitudes, they must have many experiences
with choices of action where the attitudes are involved. If a
science teacher believes that his students should grow in their
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understanding of selected generalizations of science and their
ability to apply them, they must become actively involved in
experie aces out of which they "catch" the idea of the generaliza-
tions.

No One Method Can Be Universal
Among the various methods, which by controlled experiment

have been found to be effective, no one can be proclaimed as
unquestionably superior to the others. Because of differences
among teachers, elements of one or several so-called methods
may be highly effective when handled by one teacher but of
questionable value in the hands of another. Differences in the
ability levels of students must also be taken into account in
deciding what technics will be used. It is more important that
student; of low-level abstract ability have a greater variety of
direct, concrete experiences related to the objective to be
achieved than those with higher abstract abilities. Yet this does
not mean that the only experiences for even the superior student
should be abstract intellectualizing. Teaching facilities and a
variety of other factors enter into the teacher's decision regard-
ing the technics he will use.

There is no one method of teaching science. Nor is there a
method that will be equally effective for any one teacher in all
teaching situations. The beginning teacher who assumes that
during his first few years of teaching science he will develop
an organization and a method which will serve him for the
remainder of his professional career is doomed to disappoint-
ment. Science is dynamic. Students change from class to class
and from year to year. The science teacher himself is undergoing
change. It is inevitable that his technics of working with young
people must frequently be evaluated and modified in ways to
make his teaching more effective.

Understanding How Students Learn Science
In the past much value has been put upon the IQ as the basis

for sectioning students into homogeneous groups for instruction
in science. One might expect, therefore, to find a high relation-
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ship between IQ and achievement in science. This, however,
does not always hold for individual students. Interest and pur-
pose, coupled with a quality of neuro-muscular coordination
appear to play a major role, along with high verbal and mathe-
matical intelligence, in determining the potentially gifted in
science. Home and school environments that provide enriched
and challenging experiences interact with the individual to moti-
vate and sustain personal interest in science and purpose to do
something with it. The role of the classroom teacher and the
technics which he uses in stimulating interest, and nurturing
and guiding it are of supreme importance.

Furthermore, science teachers should not assume that students
of any one age, grade, or intelligence level are similar in terms
of other factors that affect learning. Their approach to learning
experiences is as individualistic as their faces. The patterns they
follow in solving problems are uniquely their own. A teacher may
carefully set the stage for the presentation of a particular prob-
lem in scienceeven to stating the problem for his students.
But he has no assurance that his, the teacher's problem, is the
one which each student will accept as his own to solve. The
teacher can also be reasonably sure that the student's intellectual
effort will be directed toward the solution of his own accepted
problem. Not until the student has satisfied himself about his
own problem will he accept the teacher's problem. It may be
that teachers, who are unaware of the individual's frame of
reference as he cooperates in solving a class problem, will judge
the quality of his contributions to be unsatisfactory, when in
fact he may be doing a superior job of problem-solving within
the context of his personal concept of the problem. It seems
highly desirable, therefore, that group problem-solving (involv-
ing the cooperation of two or more people) in a science class
should be preceded by give-and-take discussion in which each
individual has opportunity to identify with the problem which
is finally selected by the group to solve.

Not only the more formal experiences which youngsters have
had in elementary science but also the many other experiences
which they have had in a variety of home situations, in camps,
in Scouting, and in various recreational activities, have affected
in many ways the science concepts and misconceptions, as well
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as the problem-solving abilities which they possess when they
enter the secondary school. In these respects, also, there are
great individual differences, and these differences tend to
broaden as students proceed thru the secondary school.

Importance of Student Participation

From the evidence it is clear that the teacher who ignores
the myriad of individual differences that exist among students
in his classes cannot do the most effective job of promoting
their continuous development in science. If he assumes a norm
and teaches to it alone, his work may be effective only for some
hypothetical nonexistent learner. On the other hand, to make
a thoro case study of each learner when he may have as many as
150 of them every day is expecting too much. He could, how-
ever, maintain permissiveness and flexibility in his methods of
working with young people whereby the differences in back-
ground, in relative abilities, and in individualistic approaches
to learning situations can be recognized and provided for in a
variety of ways. It may well be that this interplay of variable
individualistic factors related to learning accounts for teaching
methods characterized by active student participation proving
to be superior to teacher-dominated met:iods with respect to
achieving growth in the behavior outcomes of science.

Teachers, however, may go overboard' in their efforts to pro-
vide "freedom" in their classrooms; the result is confusion. Stu-
dents become insecure, frustrated, and unhappy along with the
teacher. In learning situations young people desire to see clearly
the goals toward which they are working. In their activities
students want the security that comes from the judicious guid-
ance of a well-informed teacher. They seek the objective reac-
tions of teachers in appraising their progress. The teacher plays
the key role, altho a difficult one, in maintaining an effective
balance among freedom, security, and control.

It should not be assumed that merely the will to work in
such cooperative relationships with students insures success.
When neither the students nor the teacher have had such ex-
perience, some elementary learning in group process must take
place. As in all such learning, the first efforts may appear crude
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but become more refined with continued, meaningful practice.
In some of the prerequisite skills involved in independent use
of learning resources it may be necessary to take time for specific
guided instruction. Where this has been done in such skills as
locating reference material, reading for different purposes, note-
taking and outlining, designing experiments, mathematical com-
putations, and the like, the results have been highly satisfactory.

HOW SHOULD THE MATERIALS AND FACILITIES
BE USED?

Few curriculums at the secondary level can provide as many
opportunities for learning thru direct experience as sciencethe
situations and the materials are on every hand. Altho a great
many direct-learning experiences have been reported in the re-
search, reading is common to most successful science programs.

Necessary Guidance in Using Textbooks

The science textbook provides basic reading experiences in
most science classes at the secondary level. Altho these textbooks
may differ in their manner of organization and treatment, there
is greater standardization of content than in elementary science
textbooks.

There is evidence that the different science texts published for
any one grade vary in reading difficulty; furthermore, that the
reading difficulty of any one text may vary from one section of
the text to another. None of these studies has taken into con-
sideration all the variables that determine reading difficulty
and the most important one of how the teacher will use the text.
That young people be left "on their own" is questionable.

Textbooks contain a variety of materials and technics to aid
the reader in getting meaning from what he reads. These aids
include pictures, diagrams, cross references, glossaries, and the
like. Comparatively few science pupils are ever taught how to
use these aids. However, when science teachers take time to
give their students organized instruction in how to use them, it
pays high educational dividends. The slogan "every teacher, a
teacher of reading" is a valid one when applied to secondary-
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school science. No longer should it be assumed that all students
have learned to read to the maximum of their abilities by the
time they complete the elementary school.

Reading is a complex ability, conditioned by many factors and
continuous in its development. Nor should science teachers
ignore the very poor readers in their classes and resort entirely
to verbal communication supplemented with nonreading ex-
periences in science. As has been demonstrated on the elementary
level, interesting science activities can often be used to motivate
the nonreader and supply meaningful content for his level.

Values of Supplementary Materials

Reading experiences in science should not be limited to the
basic text. Demonstrations have shown that planned programs
of extensive reading contribute to achievement in various out-
comes of science teaching, even to growth in scientific attitudes.
There is a wealth of nongraded material that can be used to
provide extensive reading experiences in science. Popular books
in science, for children and adults, provide for a wide range
of reading experiences in terms of both reading difficulty and
subjectmatter. When these materials are readily available for
children to make a free choice, they tend to select those that
supply information related to their specific interests. And it has
been found that thru such a free reading program their interests
tend to broaden.

Business- and agency-sponsored reading materials are numer-
ous. A large majority of the science 'leachers who have used these
materials have found them useful in broadening and deepening
their own understanding of science and technology in modem
living. These materials have been judged by most teachers to be
useful to students in their science classes altho some materials
were considered better than others on the basis of simplicity,
attractiveness, and the ease with which they can be stored.

Study Guides Are Useful

As is true with science textbooks, study guides vary in organi-
zation and in the learning outcomes they emphasize. Most of
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them have been designed to provide learning activities which
supplement the textbook. Altho workbooks have vigorously been
condemned in many quarters, there is little research evidence
to support this point of view. In fact, there is some evidence
that the proper use of workbooks has favorable effects upon
subjectmatter achievement in general science. When achieve-
ment in attitudes and in problem-solving abilities was the basis
of comparison, a student-teacher developed study guide was
found to be superior to a teacher-prepared study guide in teach-
ing general science.

The Laboratory Serves for Problem-Solving
Many studies have been done and much has been written

about the relative merits of lecture-demonstration and individual
laboratory methods of teaching science. The accumulated evi-
dence does not conllusively favor one method over the other.
Whether one method were to be judged superior to the other
would seem to depend upon the objectives sought and the con-
ditions under which the course was taught.

It is doubtful that individual laboratory work that follows
a cookbook procedure can do much more to achieve Es-havioral
objectives of problem-solving and scientific attitudes than good
lecture-demonstrations. On the other hand, if the laboratory is
to serve a function for the student, similar to the one it serves
for the scientist, it must become a place to solve problems. If this
were to be the concept of the science laboratory in the secondary
school, the laboratory would become just as important a facility
for teaching science as the basketball court is for teaching young
people how to play basketball.

The Classroom as a Work Center
For a long time science classrooms have been designed for

recitation, discussion, demonstration, and other types of activi-
ties in which the entire class is handled as a unit engaged in the
same activity under rather complete teachei domination. Re-
search, however, indicates the desirability of the science class-
room becoming a work center. In this work center, there would
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be occasions when the entire class would engage in one type of
activity. On other occasions individual students or small groups
of students would be working on different kinds of activities.
Some might be working on experiments, others might be working
with reference materials, still others might be writing reports or
obtaining special instruction from the teacher. It is obvious that
in such a classroom work center, a variety of facilities must be
available, including those formerly reserved for use in a labora-
tory on a prearranged day schedule. The room would be
equipped with furniture that could be arranged to serve the
students best in different types of learning activities.

Science

resources

are found

in many

places

MM

It has been demonstrated that, under the guidance of a crea-
tive resourceful classroom teacher, inexpensive materials from
the junk yard and dime store can be used effectively to supple-
ment the science equipment of the school. Well-equipped science
rooms are highly desirable but, in or of themselves, do not give
vitality to the science program.

Effective Use of Audio-Visual Materials
Motion pictures and filmstrips are the commonly used audio-

visual aids in science classes. Science teachers have difficulty,
however, in making effective use of the general run of teaching
films made available to them. They have found many such films
unsatisfactory because of subjectmatter content, quality of script,
quality of production, obsolescence, vocabulary difficulty, and
advertising. In an analysis of 24 films, previously selected as the
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best ones for use in science classes, 44 percent were found to
serve no unique or specialized function and contributed to none
of the three major objectives of science in the secondary school.
In another study of a carefully selected group of filmstrips, less
than half the frames made any contribution to scientific principles,
methods, or attitudes. The major purpose of most filmstrips
seemed to be that of a topical organization of subjectmatter.
This evidence indicates that film should be carefully selected,
and, when it is not possible for the teacher to be sure of the
quality of a film, he should not gamble with class time which
could be spent more profitably in other kinds of activity.

Carefully selected films, however, may have educational value
in science classes. Selected sound motion pictures have been
found to be as effective as teacher demonstrations in certain
learning situations. Some films, if properly selected and used,
can present facts and concepts not taught by other methods.
In all instances, however, where selected films have yielded
equivalent or better results than by other technics, the films
have been used in accordance with a carefully prepared plan
involving student preparation and follow-up.

The findings of research on use of radio programs as learning
aids in science teaching parallel, in many ways, those for use of
motion pictures. When radio programs are carefully selected
with some definite purposes in mind; when students are properly
prepared for listening; and, when there is some reliable follow-up,
they do have educational value in science teaching.

Significance in Out-of-School Activities

Organized out-of-school activities of young people, such as
camping, Boy Scout and Girl Scout activities, have been found
to have close relationship to science activities in the secondary
school. For example, when a composite list of general science
activities was compared with the activities of a selected camp,
it was found that 75 percent of the general science activities
were treated at camp with parallel activities.

There are many instances where secondary-school science pro-
grams have been greatly enriched by using community resources.
Field trips to agencies, industries, and natural environments of
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various types, if properly planned and conducted, develop inter-
ests, raise problems, supply information, and contribute to an
understanding of the role of science in the welfare of the
local community. Local communities also provide opportunity
for young people to become involved in problemsreal prob-
lems related to health, conservation, and safetythat will lead
to action resulting in the improvement of the community. Where
this has happened, it resulted in great satisfaction for students,
teachers, and the community.

Enrichment thru Resource Units

Resource units are a type of facility many science teachers
have found helpful in guiding the learning experiences of young
people into an area of study which may be treated inadequately,
if at all, in science textbooks. Resource units in healthor some
special aspect of it such as polio, conservation, and atomic
energyhave been reported. The unit may be prepared by one
teacher or a group of cooperating teachers. It generally con-
tains a clear definition of the area to be covered, specific aspects
to be' dealt with, a collection of pertinent materials, descrip-
tions of activities, and a list of outcomes to be achieved along
with suggestions for determining whether they were achieved.

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE?
If the concept of learning as changed behavior is valid, in-

struction in science should modify the behavior of young people
in ways defined by the general objectives. In other words, young
people should grow in their ability to use science generaliza-
tions. They should grow in their ability to apply the methods
of science in solving problems. Their development should be
increasingly characterized by the predisposition to ask questions,
to be open-minded, to suspend judgment, and to weigh evidence.
If the science program is effective, young people will be different
in these ways. If a science teacher is to know about the effective-
ness of his teaching or the achievement of an individual in his
course, he must use some means of determining the extent to
which young people become different in these directions.
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Factual Tests May Not Measure Behavioral
Outcomes

Thruout the history of education, testsor examinations have
been used to determine achievement. Tests of many types have
been designed to measure the outcomes of science teaching;
the most widely used are tests to measure the memorization of
facts. Tests to measure understanding and ability to apply gen-
eralizations are less common, whereas those to measure abilities
to use the attitudes and methods of science are used least fre-
quently. As was pointed out previously, students soon forget
factual science information when it is unrelated to broader and
deeper understanding. Tests designed solely to measure this
outcome could more properly be designated as tests to measure
what students are going to forget. It might be argued, on the
other hand, that facts are basic to understanding the generaliza-
tions of science and to using the attitudes and methods of science.
Therefore, you teach facts, test for the facts, and the other
learnings will concomitantly be realized. This argument has no
support in research; there is a good deal of evidence to the
contrary. For example, in one study of 300 physics students in
34 schools it was found that 70 percent memorized satisfactorily
but only 17 percent really understood. Other studies have shown
that traits associated with application of generalizations are
not identical with those associated with recall. Nor do attitudes
and abilities in using the methods of science develop auto-
matically with increase in the factual knowledge of science.

Making Objectives Vital

A fundamental prerequisite for change in emphasis in science
teaching is for science teachers conscientiously to seek to under-
stand the implications of the objectives of science in terms of
the behavior of young people. If a person understood a certain
generalization of science, how would you expect him to behave
in different situations where the generalization applied? In a
problematic situation what would a person do who solves prob-
lems by using the methods of science? In situations where choices
of action are involved, how would a person act who was guided



in his behavior by scientific attitudes? In planning science ex-
periences that will help young people develop in the direction
of the accepted objectives of science teaching, it is necessary for
teachers to ask themselves such questions as these. In designing
tests and other means of measuring growth or achievement in
science, these same types of questions must serve as guides.

Where teachers have turned their attention to the development
of evaluative procedures by an analysis of the objectives of
science to determine the behaviors which are implied by these
objectives, the process has had great impact upon the way in
which they subsequently worked with young people in their
classes. Once teachers have a clearer understanding of the kinds
of situations in which a generalization of science applies, they
begin to use experiences in such situations as the avenues thru
which the pupil may come to understand the generalization.
Once teachers have a clearer idea of the behaviors which charac-
terize a person who is using the methods of science, they begin
to plan learning experiences in which young people practice the
behaviors. Once teachers become alert to instances in the lives
of young people where they should be exercising intellectual
curiosity, where they should be asking searching questions,
where they should be open-minded in situations that are charged
with strong prejudices, where there is real need to weigh evi-
dence, and where there may be tendencies to jump to conclusions
rather than to suspend judgment until sufficient evidence is
obtained, teachers will be more apt to use such instances in
their teaching and to guide learning toward the development of
these behaviors.

Appraisal thru Many Means
By the analytical processes described above, objective-type

tests of reasonable validity and reliability have been prepared
and used for evaluating achievement in the behavioral objec-
tives of science teaching. In order to construct such tests, it has
generally been necessary to describe in the test a number of
situations to which the person taking the test will react by
marking test items in accordance with a more or less elaborate
pattern of instructions. For the person to understand clearly
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the test situation as well as the instructions for marking the test
items he must be able to read. It may be that many of these
tests are more nearly tests of reading ability than of achieve-
ment of the objective for which they were designed.

Efforts have been made to prepare behavioral tests by using
pictures, filmstrips, and motion pictures to set test situations to
which the student is to react. It is believed that these types of
tests may more nearly simulate life situations and may be in-
fluenced less by reading ability.

Most tests have been prepared and most testing programs have
been conducted to measure the end products of learning. It
would seem, however, that an effective evaluation program
should throw some light upon what happens to the individual in
the processes by which he arrived at his end products. Some
commendable efforts have been made in this direction. Technics
have been developed for observing, and recording rather objec-
tively on check sheets, the number and quality of reactions of
individuals in a class as they engage, day by day, in science
experiences. Tape recordings made periodically of classes have
also been used. These have some advantages over direct observa-
tion and recording on checklists. The recordings can be played
back many times for analysis and study.

Altho we have moved away from the old essay examination in
which students wrote answers to specific questions, it has been
found that considerable information about the behavior of indi-
vidual students can be obtained from what they write. This is
especially true when they are asked to write what they would
do in different kinds of selected situations. Their writings repre-
sent their "free responses," unconditioned by a series of test
items which they are to mark. There are technics for evaluating
such responses which make it possible to assign reliable com-
parative quantitative scores.

Periodic individual diaries of out-of-class activities have also
been used as a means of obtaining evidence on behavior changes
resulting from science instruction. These have been especially
useful in obtaining evidence on dietary changes resulting from
a study of units on nutrition.

Just as there is no one method of teaching science, there is
no one way of evaluating the development of young people in
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science. He who seeks the one magic formula is inviting dis-
appointment. There are many technics, however, for obtaining
insights into the effect of the science program on the behavior
of young people. If any technic is to have the faintest semblance
of validity, however, young people must be put into simulated or
actual situations where they can demonstrate their behavior.

Student Participation in Evaluation
If evaluation is to serve an educational purpose other than

mere rationalization for assigning a grade, the person being
evaluated must become involved in a more real way than merely
taking the test, writing statements, or being observed. He, too,
must be made conscious of the objectives and of the behaviors
which are implied by the objectives. He must have an oppor-
tunity to examine and discuss his performance on examinations.
Generally it is by this process that he learns best what the be-
havioral goals are. By the questions he raises on items he marked
"incorrectly" the teacher can obtain even greater insight into
his thought and action patterns.

Checklists, upon which students evaluate their own progress
and list the evidences upon which they based this evaluation,
have been found to be effective. This technic is especially useful
where the teacher also evaluates the student and they talk out
their comparative evaluations. The effectiveness of such a co-
operative evaluation procedure is minimized when the ultimate
evaluation must be expressed in a single score or letter grade.

Integrating Evaluation with Learning

Evaluation is basic to the total educational experience in
science. It is the procedure by which the progress of students
and the effectiveness of the program are judged; it is not some-
thing that happens toward the end of the learning period. The
basis for it is established in the planning of the course, unit, or
specific learning experience. The identification of behaviors that
will be involved interact with the teacher's selection of learning
experiences in a sensible manner. The evaluative process itself
is a part of the total activity of the teacher and of the student.
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HOW DOES ONE BECOME A SUCCESSFUL
SCIENCE TEACHER?

The distinctive role of the classroom teacher in developing
and maintaining effective science programs at the secondary
level is quite obvious. Little will be done with what research
"says" about science teaching except as teachers feel predis-
posed and develop the essential competencies. These are critical
times in science teaching.

Broad Backgrounds Are Necessary
One way in which far too many high-school teachers become

science teachers is by having a science class assigned to them
as a part of their major teaching load in some other field. Simi-
larly many science teachers are also assigned to teach other
courses in the high school. In fact, part-time science teachers in
our schools actually outnumber the full-time science teachers.
To be acceptable for a science teaching position in most schools,
one should be qualified to teach in some other fieldusually
mathematics.

Most high-school science teachers will teach general science
either as a full- or part-time responsibility. When the content
of general science is compared with the preservice science which
certified teachers have taken, there are some obvious blank spots
in ,their subjectmatter preparation. The most common ones are
astronomy, geology, meteorology, and bacteriologyareas from
which 25 percent of the topics in general science are drawn.
Altho a science teacher may have his major training in biology,
or chemistry, or physics, the chances are that he will have to
teach courses in one or more of the other fields. It would seem
that, if one were to become a capable high-school science
teacher, a broad background in the sciences would be one major
qualification.

Difficulty in Applying Theory
Science teachers may accept the theory but find its applica-

tion difficult. Most science teachers accept the point of view that
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science could be more meaningful and more functional if courses
were organized around problems of personal and social signifi-
cance to young people. They report, however, great difficulty in
making the transition from their own subject-centered, com-
partmentalized science training to such a problem organization.
Many try but few of them succeed.

In theory at least, science teachers will accept the effective
teacher as one who guides students in cooperative learning
ventures. They may also agree that the laboratory and the class-
room should more properly become work centers where young
people, with various .leds, interests, and abilities, have vital
experiences in scien J. But mere belief in such a theory is not
the sole prerequisite for putting such things into practice. The
classroom teacher must have professional know-how. Few science
teachers, as a part of their preservice education, have had the
opportunity to practice the competencies which would make it
possible for them to function in such roles. In fact most of their
education for teaching has been an open contradiction of such
a teacher role.

An effective science teacher is one who uses related com-
munity resources and activities to enrich the science program.
Teachers by and large accept the idea but report many difficulties
in their efforts to implement it.

Continuous Education Necessary
To become a good science teacher, one should have a quality

of preservice education not generally available in many institu-
tions of higher learning from which science teachers come into
the profession. Institutions that purport to educate science
teachers should re-examine their programs. It may well be that
the organization and content of science courses for prospective
science teachers, as well as the methods used in those courses,
should be distinctly different from the preparation offered to
science majors for service in nonteaching fields.

To develop and maintain science teaching as the research
indicates it should be carried on at the secondary level, will
require planned inservice education for science teachers and
their supervisory personnel. The recognized needs of science
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teachers for inservice assistance arranged in order of their im-
portance include: relating science to the lives of young people;
organizing content and developing methods to achieve the
objectives of science teaching; evaluating for objectives other
than factual assimilation; providing diversified pupil activity;
and understanding the adolescent, his drives and interests. More
and more, school administrators are assuming obligation for in-
service programs to meet these needs of their teachers. This is
being done by teacher-conducted curriculum study, supple-
mented by workshops and consultant service. Science teachers
report that these inservice programs have assisted them in their
efforts to improve their effectiveness as science teachers.It would seem that one never becomes a successful science
teacher in the sense that he arrives, sits back, and rests upon
his achievements. Advancements in educational theory and ourknowledge of young people are exceeded only by the rapid
advancements in science and technology. Education and science
are dynamic, and he who would become successful in a pro-
fession that weds the two can never become static. A truly suc-
cessful science teacher is always in the process of becoming a
better teacher. The education of science teachers should beginwith a distinctively designed preservice education and be con-
tinued thruout the period of their professional services in the
schools.

PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Because of the nature of their training, science teachers should
feel more greatly both the need for research in teaching and the
urge to do some of it than any other teachers in the secondary
school. This may, in part, account for the extensive research in
science teaching. Science teachers might also be expected to
produce the finest types of educational research. Altho we know
a great deal more today about science teaching than was known
50 years ago, there are many questions still unanswered. Some
have never been investigated and others investigated only in a
superficial manner.
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Among the general references listed on page 32 are digests
and reviews of selected research in science teaching. These are
most helpful to one who feels a need for background.

The numbers in parentheses below refer to citations listed
under "Selected Research References," page 31.

1. What factors account for success in learning science? Altho prog-
ress in the study of science is related to intelligence, ability to read,
experiential background, and sustained application, Beauchamp (1),
in an extensive study, found many exceptions to this general relation-
ship. He concluded that individual progress can be interpreted only
in light of observations of the individual's methods of work.

2. Is the vocabulary in science textbooks too difficult? From 100
separate investigations of the vocabulary of science textbooks for
junior and senior high schools Curtis (3) reported that the vocabu-
laries were too difficult for the students for whom they were intended.
Other teachers can use the technics he developed for studying the
vocabulary difficulty of the textbooks they are using.

3. What factors determine effectiveness in science teaching? Davis
(4) synthesized from a number of authoritative sources a list of 17
factors related to effectiveness of a learning situation. Science teach-
ers may find this list helpful in a systematic evaluation of their own
teaching.

4. What is the value of field trips? Harvey (5) found that, when
pupils in an experimental group in junior high-school science went
on field trips as a part of a unit in conservation, they did significantly
better on scientific attitudes tests than pupils in a control group who
experienced regular classroom procedures on comparable material with
the same teacher.

5. What kinds of experiences will lead to an understanding of
principles? Smith (6) brought together and evaluated 248 "experi-
ments" from workbooks and textbooks in general science. He found
that these "experiments" would contribute to an understanding of
109 out of 212 principles in varying degrees.

6. In what ways can the talented students in science be identified
and their development provided for in the high school? Brown and
Johnson (2) reported that characteristics, such as extraordinary
memory, intellectual curiosity, persistency, insight into abstractions,
the ability to do abstract thinking on a high level, the ability to trans-
late data into generalizations, and the ability to apply knowledge to
new situations, have been used successfully by teachers in identifying
the student with outstanding ability in science. Many in-class and
out-of-class activities have been found effective in making educa-
tional provisions for the talented in science.
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